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Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel
Murders CreateSpace
Physician Arthur Conan Doyle takes a
break from his practice to assist London
police in tracking down Jack the Ripper in
this debut novel and series starter.
September 1888. A twenty-nine-year-old
Arthur Conan Doyle practices medicine
by day and writes at night. His first
Sherlock Holmes story, A Study in
Scarlet, although gaining critical and
popular success, has only netted him
twenty-five pounds. Embittered by the
experience, he vows never to write
another "crime story." Then a messenger
arrives with a mysterious summons from
former Prime Minister William Gladstone,
asking him to come to London
immediately. Once there, he is offered
one month's employment to assist the
Metropolitan Police as a "consultant" in
their hunt for the serial killer soon to be
known as Jack the Ripper. Doyle agrees
on the stipulation his old professor of
surgery, Professor Joseph Bell--Doyle's
inspiration for Sherlock Holmes--agrees
to work with him. Bell agrees, and soon
the two are joined by Miss Margaret
Harkness, an author residing in the East
End who knows how to use a Derringer
and serves as their guide and companion.
Pursuing leads through the dank alleys
and courtyards of Whitechapel, they
come upon the body of a savagely
murdered fifth victim. Soon it becomes
clear that the hunters have become the
hunted when a knife-wielding figure
approaches.
The Whitechapel Horrors Andrews UK Limited
A ritualistic serial killer is slaughtering women in
London's infamous East End. The police are
baffled, the media is in a frenzy, and people the
world over are captivated by the fiend known as
Jack the Ripper. Only a short distance away, the
Great Detective has succumbed to an addiction to
morphine and cocaine. His faithful friend, Dr.
John Watson, and Irene Adler will venture into

Whitechapel alone to try and lure the Ripper out of
hiding using themselves as bait. As darkness
threatens to consume all of London, her greatest
champion, the immortal Sherlock Holmes, will rise
one final time to defend her. Combines the actual
events of the investigation into Jack the Ripper's
crimes with the canon of Arthur Conan Doyle.
Sherlock Holmes - The Spider's
Web Createspace Independent Pub
Crime makes strange
partnerships, and none is
stranger than that between
Sherlock Holmes and Count
Dracula. But when Holmes must
track down a ring of criminal
masterminds infesting London
with plague, he must team up
with Dracula to bring them to
justice.

Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel
Women CreateSpace
A real-life murder mystery in turn-of-the-
century London, and Scotland Yard’s
“greatest detective of all time” who was
determined to discover whodunit. By 1919,
Det. Chief Inspector Fred Wensley was already
a legend, having investigated the Jack the
Ripper slayings, busted crime syndicates, and
risked his life at the notorious Siege of Sidney
Street. But the brutal murder of kindly fifty-
four-year-old widow and shopkeeper Elizabeth
Ridgley was an unexpected challenge in a
storied career. Elizabeth and her dog were both
found dead in her blood-spattered shop in
Hitchin. But even in the early days of
forensics, Wensley was stunned by the inept
conclusion of local Hertfordshire police: it was
a freak, tragic accident that had somehow
felled Elizabeth and her Irish terrier. At
Wensley’s urging, Scotland Yard proceeded
with a second investigation. It led to the arrest
of an Irish war veteran. The only real evidence:
a blood-stained shirt. But the Ridgley case was
far from over. Drawing on primary sources and
newly-discovered material, Paul Stickler
exposes the frailties of county policing in the
years after WWI, reveals how Ridgley’s
murder led to fundamental changes in methods
of investigation, and attempts to solve a
seemingly unsolvable crime.
The Whitechapel Demon Andrews UK Limited
In the spring of 1905, members of an
exclusive club of crime enthusiasts known as

Our Society were taken on a guided excursion
through Whitechapel, one of London’s most
notorious districts, by Dr. Frederick Gordon
Brown, the chief police surgeon for the City of
London. But this was no ordinary sightseeing
tour. The focus of the outing was Jack the
Ripper’s reputed murder sites, and among the
guests that day was Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
creator of the world’s greatest detective,
Sherlock Holmes. Here, now, in The Strange
Case of Dr. Doyle by first-time son/father
writing team Daniel Friedman, MD, and
Eugene Friedman, MD, you are cordially
invited to join a recreation of that tour. This
expedition, however, will differ from the original
in one very important way: It will be led by
celebrated author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
himself. As you stroll beside Doyle and his
other guests, you will travel to the location of
each of the five canonical Ripper murders.
Thanks to your guide’s observations and
opinions, all of which are based on actual
historical accounts, you will learn as much
about the district of Whitechapel as you will the
terrible Ripper killings that occurred there.
After each stop on the tour, you will also
become acquainted with the life of Arthur
Conan Doyle, from his earliest days in
Edinburgh to his first taste of success as a
writer. You will observe Arthur’s hardships at
home, his experiences at boarding school, his
adventures at sea, his university education,
and his days as a working medical doctor. You
will be granted a picture of the man as few
have ever seen him. As you alternate between
biography and tour, you will become a Holmes-
like detective, unearthing facts, discovering
details, and piecing together information about
both Jack the Ripper and Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. If you maintain a sharp mind and a
keen eye, at the end of your journey, you may
just uncover a truth you never expected to
find.
A Study in Terror Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Jack the Ripper is not the only blood-soaked
fiend at work in London.There are others.In
the festering alleys of Whitechapel, a habitual
murderer is at work slashing women of the
night to death and mutilating their remains. As
the body count rises, local and national
newspapers heap scorn on the Metropolitan
Police and their hapless commissioner, Sir
Charles Warren.Gory descriptions of the
victims' wounds are published, illustrated with
images drawn as much from the artists'
imaginations as from witness testimony. The
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vaunted Scotland Yard sleuths are helpless,
and the murderer sends them taunting
messages in blood red letters signed Saucy
Jack.And what of Sherlock Holmes? Is the
foremost private consulting detective in the
world standing aloof as the capital of the
Empire is paralyzed by the nameless terror
stalking its streets?Here, for the first time, is
my account of those dreadful days and nights
in that blood-soaked autumn of 1888.John H
Watson MD.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes: The Ripper Legacy Hollywood
Comics
Behind every detective stands a great woman
. . . When Sherlock Holmes turns down the
case of persecuted Laura Shirley, Mrs
Hudson - the landlady of Baker Street - and
Mary Watson - the wife of Dr Watson - resolve
to take on the investigation themselves. From
the kitchen of 221b, the two women begin
their inquiries and enlist the assistance of the
Baker Street Irregulars and the infamous
Irene Adler. A trail of clues leads them to the
darkest corners of Whitechapel, where the
fearsome Ripper supposedly still stalks. They
soon discover Laura Shirley is not the only
woman at risk - the lives of many others are in
danger too. As Mrs Hudson and Mary Watson
put together the pieces of an increasingly
complex puzzle, the investigation becomes
bigger than either of them could ever have
imagined. Can they solve the case or are they
just pawns in a much larger game? It is time
for Mrs Hudson and Mary Watson to emerge
from the shadows and stand in the spotlight . .
.
The Case of the Murderous Dr. Cream
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
A controversial, graphic and often disturbing
account of how Sherlock Holmes, the
archetypal detective, discovered the identity of
Jack The Ripper, the killer who stalked
Whitechapel in 1888. Based on newly
discovered journals of his intimate friend,
Doctor Watson, confidential Scotland Yard
files, plus the intimate and revealing diaries of
Dr Watson's second wife, the novel shows a
view of Victorian London which peels away
the layers of respectability and reveals society
just as violent, exploitative and prurient as our
own.
Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel
Murders Sherlock Holmes and the
Whitechapel Murders
It is August, 1888. The person called
"Jack the Ripper" is terrorizing London,
and, needing help from every quarter,
Scotland Yard looks to Sherlock
Holmes. But how can Holmes find a
single madman in a city of seven
million while dealing with the pressure
of his own cases, the police, and those
higher up. As he closes in on a
suspect, the lines become less and
less clear: who is the hunter and who is
the prey? Holmes or the Ripper?
Sherlock Holmes And The Autumn Of
Terror Titan Books (US, CA)
There can be no question that the contents of

this book will prove extremely controversial.
Many people will be deeply shocked by the
nature of Watson's statement. Many will no
doubt prefer to reject it rather than surrender
the beliefs of a lifetime. Others will at least
regret that two of the great mysteries of crime
are finally solved... An extraordinary document
comes to light which for fifty years had been
held on deposit by the bankers of the
deceased John Herbert Watson MD - better
known as Dr Watson. The document, written
by Dr Watson himself, opens in the East End
of London in 1888. Three women have been
savagely murdered. To calm the public outcry,
Scotland Yard approaches London's most
eminent detective, Sherlock Holmes, and asks
him to investigate the killer. Can Holmes solve
the mystery of Jack the Ripper? And why has
this story been suppressed for so long?
Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel
Vampire Faber & Faber
The Whitechapel Ripper Must be
Stopped A madman on the loose,
driven by dark urges and uncontrollable
violence. A hero, lost in the grip of
addiction. The greatest and most
desperate criminal investigation in
history. Who will save us from Jack the
Ripper? The most terrifying, explicit,
and realistic Sherlock Holmes story
ever told. Whitechapel: The Final Stand
of Sherlock Holmes provides readers a
rare look at the lives of the victims, the
monster known as Jack the Ripper, and
the characters of Arthur Conan Doyle's
beloved stories. All are presented in a
fresh and entirely new way. A entirely
new realistic way. Readers familiar with
the Holmes stories will be shocked
(and in some cases upset) with these
new characterizations, but take heed
as Gerard Lestrade transforms from
doddering simpleton into an actual
living and breathing detective assigned
to the worst slum imaginable. They will
be captivated by the reality of Holmes'
addiction to cocaine and morphine.
They will find themselves walking the
cobblestone streets of Whitechapel,
wondering if Bloody Jack's blade might
be aimed at their throats next. Be
warned: The book contains graphic
content, including scenes of violence,
sex, profanity, and realistic depictions
of life in the East End where the Ripper
killings actually occurred. However, the
graphic content is not presented in a
lurid manner, but rather as a more
honest representation of what actually
happened, and the way things truly
were. The author has released a
Gentleman's Edition of the book that
does not contain graphic content,
however it is still not suitable for
children.

Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel
Women Open Road Media
A continuation of USA Today bestselling
author Leonard Goldberg's Daughter of
Sherlock Holmes series, The Abduction of
Pretty Penny finds Joanna and the
Watsons on the tail of an infamous killer.
Joanna and the Watsons are called in by
the Whitechapel Playhouse to find Pretty
Penny, a lovely, young actress who has
gone missing without reason or notice.
While on their search, the trio is asked by
Scotland Yard to join in the hunt for a
vicious murderer whose method
resembles that of Jack The Ripper. It soon
becomes clear that The Ripper has
reemerged after a 28-year absence and is
once again murdering young prostitutes in
Whitechapel. Following a line of subtle
clues, Joanna quickly reasons that Pretty
Penny has been taken capture by the
killer. But as Joanna moves closer to
learning his true identity, the killer sends
her a letter indicating her young son
Johnny will be the next victim to die. Time
is running out, and Joanna has no choice
but to devise a most dangerous plan which
will bring her face-to-face with the killer. It
is the only chance to protect her son and
rescue Pretty Penny, and save both from
an agonizing death. The Abduction of
Pretty Penny is a wonderful new entry in a
series that the Historical Novel Society
calls “one of the best Sherlock Holmes
series since Laurie R. King’s Mary Russell
books."
Whitechapel Megan Wiseman
I am afraid that I, Sherlock Holmes, must
act as my own chronicler in this singular
case, that of the Whitechapel murders of
1888. For the way in which the affair was
dropped upon my doorstep left me with
little choice as to the contrary. Not twelve
months prior, the siren's call of quiet
domesticity and married life had robbed
me of Watson's assistance as both partner
and recorder of my cases. Thus, when
detective inspector Lestrade of Scotland
Yard required a lead-any lead-I found
myself forced to pursue Jack the Ripper
alone and without the aid of my faithful
friend. And all for the most damnedable of
reasons: Early on in my investigations, Dr.
John H. Watson, formerly of 221b Baker
Street, emerged as my prime suspect.
Whitechapel Simon and Schuster
The Whitechapel Ripper Must be
Stopped A madman on the loose,
driven by dark urges and uncontrollable
violence. A hero, lost in the grip of
addiction. The greatest and most
desperate criminal investigation in
history. Who will save us from Jack the
Ripper? The most terrifying, explicit,
and realistic Sherlock Holmes story
ever told. Whitechapel: The Final Stand
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of Sherlock Holmes provides readers a
rare look at the lives of the victims, the
monster known as Jack the Ripper, and
the characters of Arthur Conan Doyle's
beloved stories. All are presented in a
fresh and entirely new way. A entirely
new realistic way. Readers familiar with
the Holmes stories will be shocked (and
in some cases upset) with these new
characterizations, but take heed as
Gerard Lestrade transforms from
doddering simpleton into an actual living
and breathing detective assigned to the
worst slum imaginable. They will be
captivated by the reality of Holmes'
addiction to cocaine and morphine.
They will find themselves walking the
cobblestone streets of Whitechapel,
wondering if Bloody Jack's blade might
be aimed at their throats next.
Sherlock Holmes Vs Jack the Ripper
Macmillan
Victorian Englands most famous
consulting detective is hot on the trail of
London's most notorious serial killer, Jack
the Ripper. But in Sherlock Holmes and
the Whitechapel Vampire, Jack is a
vampire and Holmes refusal to believe it
could be his undoing as the two match
wits in this delightfully original first novel.
Whitechapel Simon and Schuster
Jack the Ripper is one of the most enduring
archetypes in criminal fiction. This book
presents, for the first time in English, two of
the earliest pieces of Ripper fiction ever
written in French: Gaston Marot & Louis
Pericaud's stage play Jack the Ripper from
1889, and No. 16 of the French pulp series
The Secret Files of the King of Detectives
(which later became Harry Dickson) from
1908 in which the Great Detective matches
his wits against Jack the Ripper. These two
stories are translated by Frank J. Morlock,
author of Sherlock Holmes: The Grand
Horizontals.
A Knife in the Fog Lulu.com
Bodies washing up along the eastern coast of
New England and the mysterious grounding of
a “ghost ship” near Manhattan combine to
bring Sherlock Holmes out of retirement to
resume his pursuit of the villainous Baron
Antonio Barlucci-the Whitechapel Vampire.
But when he arrives in London to enlist the
assistance of Dr. Watson, the good doctor has
reservations. It’s been twenty-five years since
Holmes and Watson hunted Barlucci, twenty-
five years since they learned the baron was
buried beneath a mountain of ice and snow.
Has Holmes’ preoccupation with Barlucci
driven him to see connections where none
exist? Have his powers of deduction gone
stale while in retirement? Has Watson’s worst
fear, that Holmes’ obsession with the baron
has unbalanced his finely tuned psyche, come
true? Sherlock Holmes and the Return of the
Whitechapel Vampire is the exciting finalé to
the Whitechapel Vampire Trilogy. In this final
chapter, Holmes must face more than evil. He

must face his own mortality-the only certainty in
an uncertain world.
Holmes and the Ripper Titan Books (US, CA)
-The true story of Jack the Ripper.---Cover.
Sherlock Holmes and the Whitechapel
Vampire Andrews UK Limited
Grotesque murders are being
committed on the streets of
Whitechapel. Sherlock Holmes comes
to believe they are the skilful work of
one man, a man who earns the
gruesome epithet of Jack the Ripper.
As the investigation proceeds, Holmes
realizes that the true identity of the
Ripper puts much more at stake than
just catching a killer…
Eye of the Crow CreateSpace
Edited to remove all graphic content.
However, it is not suitable for children.
The Whitechapel Ripper Must be
Stopped A madman on the loose,
driven by dark urges and uncontrollable
violence. A hero, lost in the grip of
addiction. The greatest and most
desperate criminal investigation in
history. Who will save us from Jack the
Ripper? The most terrifying, explicit,
and realistic Sherlock Holmes story
ever told. Whitechapel: The Final Stand
of Sherlock Holmes provides readers a
rare look at the lives of the victims, the
monster known as Jack the Ripper, and
the characters of Arthur Conan Doyle's
beloved stories. All are presented in a
fresh and entirely new way. A entirely
new realistic way. Readers familiar with
the Holmes stories will be shocked
(and in some cases upset) with these
new characterizations, but take heed
as Gerard Lestrade transforms from
doddering simpleton into an actual
living and breathing detective assigned
to the worst slum imaginable. They will
be captivated by the reality of Holmes'
addiction to cocaine and morphine.
They will find themselves walking the
cobblestone streets of Whitechapel,
wondering if Bloody Jack's blade might
be aimed at their throats next.
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